PUBLIC BANKRUPTCY REPORT
in the bankruptcy of
The limited liability company IIG Trade Opportunities Fund N.V.
(“TOF”)
(CUR201900079 and CUR2019H00104)

Date: July 22nd, 2020.

Report number: 2
Bankruptcy number
Date of court order
Trustee
Supervisory judge

:
:
:
:

Activities of the organization

: Investment institution. The bankrupt is an
offshore company.
: See first public report.
:
: USD 696,430.001
: December 18, 2019 – July 22, 2020
: Maria 298.18/Tromp 72.18
: Maria 453.36/ Tromp 72.18

Turnover data
Average number of personnel
Balance at end of report period
Report period
Hours spent in report period
Total hours spent

1

CUR201900079 and CUR2019H00104
3 September 2019
Ms. V.P. Maria, LL.M
Ms. U.I.D. Luydens, LL.M

Balance on July 2, 2020. There were no transactions after this date.
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1. Inventory
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Management and
organization
Profit and Loss
Balance total
Ongoing procedures

: See first public report.
:
:
: In addition to the information provided in
the first public report, the trustee reports that
the existing stay for the Arbitration
Procedure Girobank v IIG TOF et al will
continue until August 4th, 2020.
There are multiples reasons for the
continuation of the stay:
a). The position of IIG after that the Court,
on March 30th, 2020, entered a Final
Judgment against IIG, by consent, in the
amount of USD 35,230,779.42 in restitution.
According to an article on Bloomberg.com
of July 17th, 2020 the SEC has reported that
IIG paid an amount of USD 400.000,00.2
b). The bankruptcy of TOF and the fact that
Girobank doesn’t know yet if it claims will
be verified in a verification meeting.
c). IIG TOF B.V. (a subsidiary of TOF)3 one
of the counterparties in the arbitration has
been declared bankrupt.
d). TOF Cayman SPV (a subsidiary of TOF)
one of the counterparties in the arbitration
was placed into official liquidation as of
April 1, 2020.
e). Recognition of the foreign bankruptcy
granted to IIG TOF under Chapter 15 of the
U.S. Bankruptcy Code. One of the effects of
this recognition is the imposition of an
automatic stay in bankruptcy as to all TOF
proceedings in the U.S.

2

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-17/investment-adviser-david-hu-accused-of-100-millionfonzie-plot
3
IIG TOF B.V. is bankrupt as of January 21, 2020. The trustee is Mr. J.E.P.A. van Hooff LL.M and A.E. de Vos LL.M is
the supervisory judge.
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1.5

Insurances

1.6
1.7

Lease
Cause of bankruptcy

: In the first public report the trustee
mentioned that to her knowledge there were
two insurance policies. In the meantime, the
trustee has been made aware of a third
insurance policy being one with the
Continental Casualty Company (hereafter:
“Continental”) which issued excess
insurance policies to the insured persons,
each which is excess to a primary policy
issued by Travelers.
The negotiations between the lawyers of the
insured persons eventually led to a
settlement arrangement between all parties.
The trustee signed the settlement agreement
on June 29th, 2020 on behalf of TOF. By
entering into the agreement on behalf of
TOF, a total amount of USD 759,190.20
will be paid for the costs of the law firms
STvB New York, CMS (Nominees) LTd
and Cooley LLP with regard to the services
these firms provided to TOF in the Girobank
procedures.
This will leave a remaining claim of
approximately USD 200,000.00 regarding
the Girobank procedures, which the
aforementioned law firms will file for
verification in the bankruptcy of TOF.
:
: In addition to the information already
provided by the trustee in the first public
report regarding the way IIG managed TOF,
the trustee can inform that on July 17, 2020
charges have been filed by the Acting
United States Attorney for the Southern
District of New York against David Hu, cofounder, managing partner, chief investment
officer and 50% co-owner of IIG, for
adviser fraud, securities fraud, and wire
fraud offenses (U.S. v David Hu).
According to a statement of the Acting U.S.
Attorney Audrey Strauss in a press release:
“As alleged, David Hu directed a
multimillion-dollar, years-long scheme to
defraud investors. Putting profit ahead of his
fiduciary duties, Hu allegedly mismarked
millions of dollars of loan assets to cover up
millions in losses. Hu also created fake
entities and loans, and falsified paperwork
to deceive auditors and avoid detection.
3

Now David Hu stands charged with federal
crimes and faces time in federal prison.”4
According to an article of July 17, 2020 on
Bloomberg.com: “Hu, 62, appeared in court
on Friday and was released on a $500,000
bond.”5
TOF is mentioned several times in the
information6 of the Acting U.S. Attorney as
the Fund IIG and David Hu used to engage
in unlawful acts to conceal its losses so IIG
could receive management and performance
fees that IIG was not entitled to and also to
make payments to redemption investors7
and other creditors.
“With respect to TOF specifically, in order
to hide the losses resulting from the
Defaulted Loans, including from auditors
reviewing TOF’s financials, HU and CC-1
removed the Defaulted Loans from the TOF
portfolio, replacing them with tens of
millions of dollars in fictitious loans to
purported borrowers in foreign countries
(the “Fake Loans”). HU and CC-1 also
created or directed the creation of
documents to keep in IIG’s files as
purported documentation of the Fake Loans.
For many of the Fake Loans, IIG’s
files contained promissory notes, but no
additional loan documentation or due
diligence files. To pass auditor scrutiny,
HU and CC-1 also directed purported
borrowers – sham foreign entities that were
controlled by IIG’s business associates and
that did not engage in actual business – to
provide confirmations of the Fake Loans to
auditors, including by arranging for TOF to
pay a monthly fee to one purported
borrower in exchange for providing false
confirmations. In reality, these purported

4

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/managing-partner-investment-advisory-firm-charged-over-100-millionponzi-fraud-scheme
5
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-17/investment-adviser-david-hu-accused-of-100-millionfonzie-plot
6
The information of the Acting U.S. Attorney is attached to this report as Appendix A.
7
The shareholders of TOF who, in conformity with article 9 of the articles of incorporation of TOF, submitted a
request for redemption that would serve as the basis for TOF to pay the actual value of the offered shares, to the
extent possible.
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borrowers did not receive a loan from TOF,
and were not expected to make any
payments to TOF. As a result of actions
taken by DAVID HU, the defendant, and
CC-1 to overvalue assets and hide losses in
the TOF portfolio, TOF’s stated value was
fraudulently inflated, and this inflated value
enabled IIG, and, in turn, HU and CC-1, to
receive management and performance fees
to which they were not entitled.”
The Acting U.S. Attorney seeks that David
Hu forfeit to the United States any property,
real or personal, that constitutes or is
derived from proceeds traceable to the
commission of the alleged offenses.
The SEC filed on the same day a separate
civil action against David Hu. According to
the press release8 of the SEC on July 17,
2020 the SEC charged David Hu with fraud
for his role in a $ 60 million Ponzi-like
scheme. The complaint charges Hu with
violating the antifraud provisions of the
federal securities laws and seeks permanent
injunctive relief, disgorgement, and civil
penalties.
The complaint9 filed by SEC with the court,
generally relates the same unlawful actions
as mentioned in the information of the
Acting U.S. Attorney. More information is
provided in the SEC complaint about a
collateralized loan obligation trust (the
“CLO”). The following is stated by the SEC
in its complaint: “In or about November
2013, TOF continued to have liquidity
problems due to investor redemption
requests, as well as repayment obligations
on loans the fund had taken from
international development banks. In order
to help meet these liquidity needs, and to
continue to conceal TOF’s losses,
Executive-1 spearheaded an effort to
securitize the TOF loan portfolio.
Ultimately, as a result of Executive-1’s
efforts, IIG obtained bank financing of
8
9

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-157
The SEC’s complaint Is attached as Appendix B to this report.
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approximately $220 million to capitalize a
collateralized loan obligation trust (the
“CLO”). IIG, which served as the
investment adviser to the CLO, then caused
the CLO to use some of its capital to acquire
existing trade finance loans from TOF. The
CLO retained additional capital to make
new trade finance loans. Once it had
acquired these assets from TOF, the CLO
issued bonds to investors, backed by the
cash the CLO received from the trust’s
assets. The proceeds to TOF from the sale of
these loans to the CLO were not sufficient
to meet TOF’s liquidity needs. Beginning in
late 2014 and continuing through at least
September 2016, in order to generate more
liquidity, Hu diverted some of the remaining
cash from the CLO to TOF. To disguise the
transactions, Hu caused the CLO to make
new loans to at least seven Panamanian
shell companies (the “Panama Loans”)
secretly owned by IIG, but instead of
directing the money to the supposed
borrowers, Hu directed that it be
transferred to a TOF account and used to
pay TOF’s liabilities. Hu, with the
assistance of a senior IIG employee
(“Employee-1”), acquired the shell
companies that were the nominal borrowers
on the Panama Loans and procured
fraudulent promissory notes memorializing
the Panama Loans. The Panama Loans
were worthless. Nonetheless, IIG valued the
fake assets in the tens of millions of dollars
on the books of the CLO.”
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2. Work force
2.1 Number of personnel at the time
of bankruptcy
2.2 Number of personnel in the year
preceding bankruptcy
2.3 Date of dismissal notice
Activities

:
:
:
:

3. Assets
IMMOVABLE PROPERTIES
3.1 Description

3.2 Sales proceeds
3.3 Amount of mortgage
3.4 Estate contribution
Activities

: According to David Hu, TOF is the ultimate
beneficiary owner of a property in the city of Mafra
in Brazil. All the official documents mention IIG
Capital as the legal owner of the property. The
alleged ownership of TOF is in investigation. IIG
Capital has not paid the Property Tax (IPTU)
arising from this property and owes to the City of
Mafra a total of approximately BRL 90,000.00
(approximately USD 16,000.00), which includes the
tax related to the fiscal years of 2015, 2016, 2017,
2018, 2019 and 2020.
:
:
:
: Seeing the alleged charges and complaints of the
Acting U.S. Attorney and the SEC against David
Hu, any documentation that proofs that TOF is the
ultimate beneficial owner of the property would has
to be scrutinized. The same applies to the origin of
the transaction based on which the property has
been acquired and legality thereof.

COMPANY ASSETS
3.5 Description
3.6 Sales revenue
3.7 Estate contribution
3.8 Right of seizure tax authorities
Activities

:
:
:
:
:

STOCK/WORK IN PROGRESS
3.9 Description

:
7

3.10 Sales revenue
3.11 Estate contribution
Activities
OTHER ASSETS
3.12 Description

3.13 Sales revenue
Activities

:
:
:

: The bankrupt apparently has various subsidiary
companies. The trustee uses the word ”apparently”
here, especially now that as a consequence of the
U.S. vs David Hu case and the civil procedure of
the SEC against David Hu it should be verified
whether certain assets that IIG claims are owned by
TOF, are indeed its property.
:
:

4. Debtors
4.1
4.2
4.3

Number of debtors
Revenue
Asset contribution
Activities

: Under investigation by the trustee.
:
:
:

5. Bank/Securities
5.1

Bank Claims

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Lease contracts
Description of sureties
Secured creditors
Asset contributions
Conditional ownership
Right of recovery
Liens
Activities

: The trustee mentioned the custody agreement
between TOF and BNY Mellon in New York in the
first public report. The custody agreement between
the bankrupt and BNY Mellon in New York has
been terminated as of June 11, 2020. The trustee
has received the documents that were in custody on
July 10, 2020 and has to go through the documents
yet.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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6. Company reorganization/continuation
CONTINUATION
6.1 Exploitation/securities
6.2 Financial reporting
Activities

:
:
:

REORGANIZATION
6.3 Description
6.4 Accountability
6.5 Revenues
6.6 Asset contribution
Activities

:
:
:
:
:

7. Legitimacy
7.1

Accounting obligation

7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

Annual accounts deposit
Auditors’ report
Liability to pay-in capital shares
Mismanagement

7.6

Fraudulent actions

Activities

: The trustee is of the opinion that the alleged
charges of the Acting U.S. Attorney and the claims
of the SEC against David Hu, although both cases
have to be decided by the pertinent courts in the
U.S., are enough indication that TOF, due to the
unlawful acts of among others IIG and David Hu,
didn’t comply with the accounting obligation as
stipulated by the laws of Curaçao. The trustee
cannot base the liquidation of TOF on information
provided in audited annual accounts or any other
financial statement with the aim to inform the
investors and other interested parties about the
financial rights and obligations of TOF.
:
:
:
: The bankruptcy trustee concludes that TOF has
been mismanaged and that, pursuant to article 16,
paragraphs 1, 2 and 9 of the Bankruptcy Code, the
directors and actual directors of TOF are
responsible for the shortfall, being the amount of
the debts insofar as these are not settled by
liquidation.
: The trustee refers to the information provided
under point 1.7 of this report and the accompanying
documents.
:
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8. Creditors
8.1

Claims on the estate

8.2

Preferential claim tax authorities

8.3
8.4
8.5

Preferred claim SVB
Other preferred creditors
Number of ordinary creditors

8.6

Amount outstanding ordinary
creditors

8.7

Expected bankruptcy settlement
method
Activities

: Trustee’s salary and disbursements (P.M.).
BNY Mellon: USD 10.500,00.
Reed Smith10: USD 217,572.79.
Ogier11: USD 95,717.01.
Trident Trust: (p.m.)
: See first public report. The claim of the Internal
Revenue service of NAf. 101,505.00 has to be
checked.
:
:
: The information contained in the first public report
is hereby corrected. There are a total of 52
unsecured creditors, including 36 redemption
investors.
: USD 151,031,768.17 plus p.m. The claims haven’t
been verified by the trustee yet.12 Furthermore the
claims of the redemption investors, are
questionable seeing the alleged charges and claims
against David Hu. According to the information of
the Acting U.S. Attorney: “From at least in or
about 2007 through in or about 2019,
DAVID HU, the defendant, conspired to defraud
investors in IIG managed funds by (i) overvaluing
distressed loans in the IIG Funds,
(ii) falsifying paperwork to create a series of fake
loans that were classified, fraudulently, as
positively performing loans, and to otherwise hide
losses, (iii) selling overvalued and fake loans
to a collateralized loan obligation trust and new
private funds established and advised by IIG, and
(iv) using the proceeds from those fraudulent sales
to generate liquidity required to pay off earlier
investors in a Ponzi-like manner.”
: See 10.2.
:

9. Procedures

10

Reed Smith is the law firm who represented and assisted the trustee among others in the procedures described
under 9.1 – 9.6 of this report.
11
Ogier is the law firm who represented the trustee in the procedure described under 9.10 – 9.12 of this report.
12
A creditors’ list is attached to this report as Appendix C.
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9.1

Name counterparty(ies)

9.2

Type of procedure

9.3

Current stage in the procedure

9.4
9.5

Name counterparty(ies)
Type of procedure

: IIG Global Trade Finance Fund Ltd (GTFF) and
IIG Structured Trade Finance Fund Ltd (STFF).
: Civil Case based on the law of New York, filed
with the Supreme Court of The State of New York
County of New York: Commercial Division on
December 27, 2019. According to their
“Memorandum of law in Support of Plaintiffs’
motion for summary judgment in lieu of
Complaint Pursuant to CPLR 3213”, Plaintiffs
requested the Court an order: “1) granting
summary judgment in favor of Plaintiffs against
Defendant in the amount of USD 14,339,479.97,
plus (i) default interest accruing at eleven percent
per annum (11 p.a.) from the date of Guarantor’s
failure to pay under the Nonpayment Notice, i.e.,
December 13, 2019, until the date such obligations
are paid in full and (ii) together with all costs and
expenses incurred in collecting such past due
amounts, consistent with the terms of the
Guarantee, the Note and the Security Agreement,
including attorneys’ fees and costs, on the grounds
that this action is based upon an instrument for the
payment of money only and Defendant cannot
raise any triable issue of fact, and (2) awarding
Plaintiffs such other and further relief as this
Court deems just and proper.”13
: This procedure has been preliminary stayed by a
Court Order of March 5, 2020 in which the Court
granted the Provisional Relief as requested by the
trustee. The stay continued under the Order of the
Court granting recognition and other relief in aid
of a foreign main proceeding dated April 3, 2020
(for more info see 9.4 – 9.6).
Verified Petition Under Chapter 15 for
Recognition of a Foreign Main Proceeding and
Related Relief together with an Emergency
Application of the Foreign Representative for
Entry of Provisional Relief under sections 105
(a) and 1519 (a) of the Bankruptcy Code of the
U.S., filed with the United States Bankruptcy

13

Worth mentioning is the fact that both GTFF and STFF are represented in the Provisional Credtors’ Committee of
TOF as of December 4, 2019. GTFF and STFF filed their petition with the court in NY without previously informing
the trustee. The provisional creditors’ committee of IIG TOF consists currently out of three members. Mr. Robert
Rocco representing eight (8) “redemption investors”, Ms. Mayesi Hammoud representing Girobank N.V. and Mr.
Thomas Aardenburg representing GTFF and STFF. The committee performs its duties according to the “Bylaws of
the Provisional Creditors’ Committee of IIG Trade Opportunities Fund” executed by these representatives and the
trustee on or about June 19, 2020.
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Court Southern District of New York on March 2,
2020.
9.6

Current stage in the procedure

The trustee was forced to start the abovementioned procedures to protect the estate and the
interest of the joint creditors against the
filing of GTFF and STFF against TOF (see
9.1 – 9.3), which filing violates the Bankruptcy
Code of Curaçao. GTFF and STFF filed an
objection against the emergency application for
entry of provisional Relief Pursuant to Sections
1519 and 105 (a) of the Bankruptcy code. The
Court ruled in favor of the trustee in its Order
granting Provisional Relief dated March 5, 2020.
By order of April 3, 2020 the Court granted the
Verified Petition Under Chapter 15 for recognition
of a Foreign Main Proceeding and Related Relief
of the trustee. According to the order14:
“(…).
2. The Curaçao Liquidation is recognized as a
“foreign main proceeding” pursuant to sections
1517(a) and 1517(b)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code.
3. The Foreign Representative is recognized as the
“foreign representative” as defined in section
101(24) of the Bankruptcy Code in respect of the
Curaçao Liquidation.
4. The relief and protection afforded under section
1520 of the Bankruptcy Code is hereby granted,
including the application of the automatic stay
under section 362 of the Bankruptcy
Code to IIG TOF and its property in the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States; provided, that
nothing herein modifies or limits the exceptions to
the automatic stay that are set forth in section 362
or elsewhere in the Bankruptcy Code; and
provided further, that the restriction set forth in
this paragraph apply only with respect to
proceedings or other actions against IIG TOF in
the territorial jurisdiction of the United States or
against property of IIG TOF that is located in the
territorial jurisdiction of the United States.
Accordingly, to the extent permitted by section 362
or elsewhere in the Bankruptcy Code, all persons
and entities other than the Foreign Representative
are stayed from:

14

The order has been placed on the website of the law firm of the trustee. https://vpm-law.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/2020-04-03-Order-dckt-23_0-granting-recognition-and-other-relief-in-aid-of-a-foreignmain-proceeding-to-IIG-TOF.pdf
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(a) commencing or continuing, including issuing
or employing process, of any judicial,
administrative or any other action or proceeding
or against IIG TOF in the United States with
respect to a claim against IIG TOF that arose
before the commencement of this chapter 15 case;
(b) taking or continuing any action that seeks to
exercise control over assets of IIG TOF in the
United States;
(c) creating, perfecting, seizing, attaching,
enforcing, or executing liens or judgments against
IIG TOF’s property in the United States or
transferring, encumbering or otherwise disposing
of or interfering with IIG TOF’s assets in the
United States;
(d) taking any act to collect, assess, or recover a
claim against IIG TOF that arose before the
commencement of this chapter 15 case;
(e) setting off any debt owing to IIG TOF that
arose before the commencement of its chapter 15
case against any claim against IIG TOF; and
(f) transferring, relinquishing, or disposing of any
property of IIG TOF located in the United States
to any entity (as that term is defined in section
101(15) of the Bankruptcy Code) other than the
Foreign Representative and her expressly
authorized representatives and agents.
5. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained herein, this Order shall not be construed
as
(a) enjoining the police or regulatory act of a
governmental unit, including a criminal action or
proceeding, to the extent not stayed under section
362 of the Bankruptcy Code, or
(b) staying the exercise of any rights that section
362(o) of the Bankruptcy Code does not allow to
be stayed.
6. Pursuant to section 1520(a) (3) of the
Bankruptcy Code, the Foreign Representative is
entitled to operate IIG TOF’s business and
administer its assets, including without limitation,
all bank and custodial accounts. All banks, escrow
agents and other custodians at which IIG TOF
maintains accounts are authorized to
(i) honor the Foreign Representative’s instructions
with respect to accessing any such accounts; and
ii) accept, hold, or permit withdrawal, transfer, or
other disposition of funds in accordance with the
Foreign Representative’s instructions; provided,
however, that except as provided in paragraph 10
13

of this Order the Foreign Representative shall file
and serve notice at least 14 calendar days prior to
a transfer of funds or property out of the United
States (which notice shall describe the property
being transferred) in order to provide an
opportunity for parties in interest to object to such
a transfer or to seek a stay of such a transfer if
such parties in interest believe there are grounds
for such relief. Such notice shall be served on all
parties who are generally entitled to receive
notices in these proceedings pursuant to Rule 2002
of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure and,
in addition, on any person who has or has asserted
an interest in such property.
7. The Foreign Representative is hereby
authorized to issue subpoenas in accordance with
applicable procedural rules for the examination of
witnesses and/or the production of documents
within the territorial jurisdiction of the United
States concerning the assets, affairs, rights,
obligations or liabilities of IIG TOF and its
affiliates, including subpoenas to intermediary
banks that process U.S. dollar denominated wire
transfers and maintain records of such transfers;
provided that any subpoenas served pursuant to
this authority set forth in this paragraph shall be
without prejudice to the recipients ‘rights to object
in accordance with the applicable procedural
rules.
8. The Foreign Representative is authorized to take
possession and to seek turnover of any and all
documents, records, filings or other information,
however stored, that belong to IIG TOF and that
are found within the territorial jurisdiction of the
United States.
9. The administration or realization of all or part
of the assets of IIG TOF within the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States is hereby
entrusted to the Foreign Representative and the
Foreign Representative is hereby established as
the exclusive representative of IIG TOF and the
Curaçao Liquidation in the United States.
10. Notwithstanding the Stipulated Attachment,
funds in the amount of up to $375,000 held in that
certain account at Bank Leumi USA (“Bank
Leumi”) titled in the name of IIG TOF and
assigned account number xxxxxx7700 (the “Bank
Leumi Account”) are hereby entrusted to the
Foreign Representative for distribution in the
Curaçao Liquidation. Accordingly, Bank Leumi is
14

hereby authorized to release to the Foreign
Representative from the Bank Leumi Account an
amount not exceeding $375,000 in the aggregate
in accordance with written wire instructions to be
provided by the Foreign Representative in a form
and manner prescribed by Bank Leumi.
11. Except as otherwise provided herein, this
Order shall not have any effect on that certain
Stipulation and Order entered by the Supreme
Court for the State of New York, New York County,
Commercial Division, on May 7, 2019, in a special
proceeding styled Girobank N.V., v. IIG Trade
Opportunities Fund, N.V., et al, No. 652135/2019,
with respect to which Girobank N.V. and the
Foreign Representative reserve all of their rights.
12. No action taken by the Foreign Representative
in preparing, disseminating, applying for,
implementing, or otherwise acting in furtherance
of this Recognition Order, this chapter 15 case,
any further order for additional relief in this
chapter 15 case, or any adversary proceedings in
connection therewith, will be deemed to constitute
a waiver of the immunity afforded the Foreign
Representative in her capacity as such under
section 1510 of the Bankruptcy Code.
13. Notwithstanding Bankruptcy Rule 7062, made
applicable to this chapter 15 case by Bankruptcy
Rule 1018, this Recognition Order shall be
immediately effective and enforceable upon its
entry, and upon its entry, shall be final and
appealable.
14. This Court shall retain jurisdiction with
respect to the enforcement, amendment, or
modification of this Recognition Order, any
requests for additional relief or any adversary
proceeding brought in and through this
15. Case, and any request by an entity for relief
from the provisions of this Recognition Order that
is properly commenced and within the jurisdiction
of this Court.”
9.7
9.8

Name counterparty(ies)
Type of procedure

9.9

Current stage in the procedure

Civil Procedure filed with the First Hall of the
Civil Court in Malta on or about February 20, 2020
Seeing the action taken by GTFF and STFF to file
a claim against TOF in the U.S. and by doing so
violating the Bankruptcy Code of Curaçao, the
trustee decided to file a request in Malta for the
recognition of the bankruptcy of TOF. This will
protect the interests of TOF in its subsidiary Malta
Holdings Ltd. against all creditors that may want
15

9.10 Name counterparty(ies)
9.11 Type of procedure

9.12 Current stage in the procedure

to take actions against TOF without taking the
Bankruptcy Code of Curaçao into consideration.
There was a huge delay in treating this petition by
the Maltese Court. The case is called for hearing
on November 5, 2020.
IIG Global Trade Finance Fund Ltd (GTFF).
Civil Procedure filed with the Grand Court of the
Cayman Islands Financial Services Division on
January 10, 2020 requesting the winding up of
TOF Cayman SPV, a subsidiary of TOF.
Above-mentioned case has been filed by the
liquidators of GTFF requesting the Court that they
themselves will be appointed as the liquidators of
TOF Cayman SPV, without prior notice or
discussion with the trustee. As mentioned in the
first public report GTFF and STFF state they have
a claim of USD 16 million against TOF, on
account of loans they made to TOF Cayman SPV,
for which TOF was the guarantor. The trustee is of
the opinion that the liquidators have a conflict of
interest and filed a petition with the Grand Court
of the Cayman Islands Financial Services Division
requesting the appointment of two other
liquidators, Geoffrey Eugene Varga and Mark
Richard Longbottom of Duff & Phelps (Cayman)
Limited. The Court ruled in its order of April 1,
2020 to appoint the liquidators proposed by the
trustee as “additional liquidators”.
The sole function of the additional liquidators shall
be to conduct the adjudication process in respect of
any proof of debt submitted in liquidation of TOF
Cayman SPV by either or both GTFF and STFF in
relation (and deal with any claim by such parties to
be a secured creditor with respect to sums
advanced pursuant) to the loan documents and
shall be empowered to take such steps as are
necessary and proportionate (and may act in the
name and on behalf of TOF Cayman SPV in order)
to do so.

10. Various
10.1 Term for completion bankruptcy
proceedings
10.2 Plan of action

: Unknown
: Based on the consent judgment of March 30, 2020
between IIG and SEC and the charges and claims
filed against David Hu, it has become clear and/or
confirmed that TOF has been mismanaged and
16

also that it has been misused to commit wrongful
acts against third parties.

10.3 Next bankruptcy report due in
Activities

On the basis of these facts, the bankruptcy trustee
will therefore have to carefully consider how the
liquidation of TOF will have to be continued in
order to avoid taking actions that are later unlawful
or in bad faith based on the knowledge obtained.
Furthermore, the question arises to what extent and
to what depth certain investigations in the
bankruptcy should be carried out, given that
various documents in TOF's records are forged and
therefore untrustworthy. Another question is to
what extent it will be possible for the bankruptcy
trustee to gain insight into what is real and what is
fake, given the secrecy and attitude that IIG and its
affiliates will take in order to avoid incriminating
themselves. It should also be noted that the actions
in the U.S. that currently seem to focus only on IIG
and David Hu will also severely limit potential
recourse options for TOF's estate. All these points
will be discussed with the Provisional Creditors’
Committee and the Supervisory Judge, before the
trustee makes her decision about how the plan of
action will be going forward.
: October 2020
:
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Appendix A
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
- v. DAVID HU,
Defendant.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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INFORMATION
20 Cr. __

COUNT ONE
(Conspiracy to Commit Investment Adviser Fraud, Securities
Fraud, and Wire Fraud)
The United States Attorney charges:
IIG and the Defendant
1.

At

all

times

relevant

to

this

Information,

the

International Investment Group, LLC (“IIG”) was an investment
adviser

registered

with

the

U.S.

Securities

and

Exchange

Commission (“SEC”). IIG was a New Jersey limited liability company
founded in 1994 with its principal place of business in New York,
New

York.

IIG

provided

investment

management

and

advisory

services, including for three private funds that it operated: (1)
the IIG Trade Opportunities Fund N.V. (“TOF”); (2) the IIG Global
Trade Finance Fund, Ltd. (“GTFF”); and (3) the IIG Structured Trade
Finance Fund, Ltd. (“STFF”).

IIG also advised the Venezuela

Recovery Fund (“VRF”), a fund that managed the remaining assets of
a failed Venezuelan bank whose liquidation was overseen by the
Central Bank of Curacao (VRF, together with TOF, GTFF, and STFF,

the “IIG Funds”).

In March 2018, IIG reported to the SEC that it

had approximately $373 million in assets under management.
2.

DAVID HU, the defendant, and a co-conspirator not named

as a defendant herein (“CC-1”), co-founded IIG.

HU was a Managing

Partner and the Chief Investment Officer of IIG.

CC-1 was a

Managing Partner and the Chief Operating Officer of IIG.
Background on IIG’s Trade Finance Loans
3.
involved

IIG
in

advertised
the

itself

financing

of

as

a

specialty

global

trade

finance

group

transactions

and

specializing in providing customized financing solutions to small
and medium-sized merchants, traders, and processors through trade
finance loans.

IIG’s principal investment advisory strategy,

including with respect to the IIG Funds, was investing in trade
finance loans that it originated.
4.

Trade finance loans are used by small and medium-sized

companies,

typically

exporters

and

international trade and commerce.

importers,

to

facilitate

IIG’s purported expertise was

in trade finance loans to borrowers located in Central or South
America, and in a variety of industries, with a stated focus on
“soft commodities,” such as coffee; agriculture; aquaculture, such
as fishing; and other food products.

IIG’s trade finance loans

were purportedly secured by collateral, such as the underlying
traded goods, assets held by the borrowers, or expected payments
by third parties.
2

5.

Investments in TOF, STFF, and GTFF were marketed to

institutional investors, such as pension funds, hedge funds, and
insurers.

In

offering

memoranda

and

communications

with

investors, IIG advertised strict risk controls, such as promises
to use diligence to carefully select borrowers or issuers with
trusted

management

and

marketable

assets,

and

portfolio

concentration limits based on borrower, developing country, and
industry.
6.

IIG purported to value the trade finance loans in the

IIG Funds on a regular basis.

IIG and, in turn, DAVID HU, the

defendant, received a performance fee with respect to the IIG
Funds, as well as a management fee, which was calculated as a
percentage of the assets under management held in the Funds.
Overview of the Conspiracy
7.

From at least in or about 2007 through in or about 2019,

DAVID HU, the defendant, conspired to defraud investors in IIGmanaged funds by (i) overvaluing distressed loans in the IIG Funds,
(ii) falsifying paperwork to create a series of fake loans that
were classified, fraudulently, as positively performing loans, and
to otherwise hide losses, (iii) selling overvalued and fake loans
to a collateralized loan obligation trust and new private funds
established and advised by IIG, and (iv) using the proceeds from
those fraudulent sales to generate liquidity required to pay off
earlier investors in a Ponzi-like manner.
3

HU AND CC-1 OVERVALUE ASSETS AND CREATE FAKE LOANS TO HIDE
LOSSES IN TOF
8.
2019,

From approximately in or about 2007 through in or about

DAVID

HU,

the

defendant,

and

CC-1

engaged

in

multiple

deceptive and fraudulent practices designed to conceal the true
value of the IIG Funds from investors so that IIG – and HU and CC1 – could continue to collect management and performance fees.
For example:
a. HU and CC-1 systematically caused IIG to mismark the
value of multiple loans that had, in reality, defaulted (the
“Defaulted Loans”).

Instead of acknowledging the defaulted status

of these loans, HU and CC-1 instead caused IIG to mark the
Defaulted Loans at par plus accrued interest, even though HU and
CC-1 knew that the borrowers’ default significantly impaired the
true value of these loans.

HU and CC-1 certified these false

valuations and caused them to be reported to investors.
b. HU

and

CC-1

systematically

caused

IIG

to

mismark

multiple loans that were distressed (the “Distressed Loans”).
These Distressed Loans included, for example, loans for which the
borrowers had missed multiple scheduled payments.

Even though HU

and

of

CC-1

knew

that

the

non-performing

status

the

loans

significantly impaired their true value, they nevertheless caused
IIG to continue to mark the loans at par plus accrued interest.
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c. With respect to TOF specifically, in order to hide the
losses resulting from the Defaulted Loans, including from auditors
reviewing TOF’s financials, HU and CC-1 removed the Defaulted Loans
from the TOF portfolio, replacing them with tens of millions of
dollars in fictitious loans to purported borrowers in foreign
countries (the “Fake Loans”). HU and CC-1 also created or directed
the creation of documents to keep in IIG’s files as purported
documentation of the Fake Loans.
files

contained

promissory

For many of the Fake Loans, IIG’s

notes,

documentation or due diligence files.

but

no

additional

loan

To pass auditor scrutiny,

HU and CC-1 also directed purported borrowers – sham foreign
entities that were controlled by IIG’s business associates and
that did not engage in actual business – to provide confirmations
of the Fake Loans to auditors, including by arranging for TOF to
pay a monthly fee to one purported borrower in exchange for
providing

false

confirmations.

In

reality,

these

purported

borrowers did not receive a loan from TOF, and were not expected
to make any payments to TOF.
9.

As a result of actions taken by DAVID HU, the defendant,

and CC-1 to overvalue assets and hide losses in the TOF portfolio,
TOF’s stated value was fraudulently inflated, and this inflated
value enabled IIG, and, in turn, HU and CC-1, to receive management
and performance fees to which they were not entitled.

5

HU AND CC-1 FURTHER THE SCHEME THROUGH TRANSACTIONS WITH A
CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK AND VRF
10.

In or about 2010, DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1

caused TOF to acquire shares of a Central American bank (“Bank1”).

TOF purchased shares of Bank-1 in part by selling loans held

by TOF, including Distressed, Defaulted, and/or Fake Loans, to
generate cash proceeds that were provided to individuals and/or
entities selling their shares of Bank-1.

After causing TOF to

acquire shares of Bank-1, HU and CC-1 were named to Bank-1’s Board
of Supervisory Directors.

Subsequently, HU and CC-1 caused Bank-

1, through an intermediary entity, to purchase interests in loans,
including Defaulted Loans, Distressed Loans, and/or Fake Loans,
held by IIG funds in order to generate liquidity for IIG funds.
11.

DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1 also caused VRF to

invest in trade finance loans, including from some of the same
borrowers for TOF’s Defaulted Loans and Distressed Loans.

As

described in paragraph 8, above, HU and CC-1 systematically caused
IIG to overvalue Distressed Loans in VRF.

In approximately 2015,

IIG ceased its role as investment adviser for VRF, but HU remained
the sole director of VRF.

Beginning in or around early 2017, HU

and CC-1 spearheaded an effort to cause IIG’s Trade Finance Trust
(“TFT”), a special purpose vehicle designed to originate and be
the lender of record for IIG-originated trade finance loans, to
purchase

loans

from

VRF’s

portfolio,

6

including

Defaulted

or

Distressed Loans, for approximately $6.3 million.

HU and CC-1

then caused TFT to transfer the loans to STFF, where they continued
to

overvalue

the

loans,

generating

increased

management

and

performance fees for IIG.
HU AND CC-1 SECURITIZE LOANS IN THE TOF PORTFOLIO, HIDING LOSSES
AND DEFRAUDING NEW INVESTORS
12.

In or about 2014, DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1

obtained approximately $220 million in bank financing to create a
collateralized loan obligation trust (the “CLO Trust”), for which
IIG served as an investment adviser.

HU and CC-1 then engaged in

various deceptive acts, using the CLO Trust, to hide TOF’s losses
and

generate

liquidity

for

TOF,

which

was

facing

investor

redemption requests and demands for repayment of loans that IIG
had taken from international development banks.
13.

For example, in its capacity as investment adviser for

the CLO Trust, IIG, through the efforts of DAVID HU, the defendant,
and CC-1, caused the newly-created CLO Trust to purchase loans
from the TOF portfolio, including Defaulted Loans, Distressed
Loans, and Fake Loans, which generated liquidity for TOF.
14.

After the CLO Trust purchased loans in the TOF portfolio,

IIG, through the efforts of DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1,
generated additional liquidity by causing the CLO Trust to issue
securitized debt instruments based on these loans, payable in
various tranches to investors in the CLO Trust.
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15.

IIG, through the efforts of DAVID HU, the defendant, and

CC-1, also caused the CLO Trust to create new fraudulent trade
finance loans, and used those new fraudulent loans to cover up
TOF’s losses.

Specifically, HU caused the creation of shell

entities domiciled in Panama (“Panamanian Shell Entities”) that
were controlled by an IIG nominee.

Then, HU caused the CLO Trust

to enter into fake loan transactions with the Panamanian Shell
Entities.

HU caused the creation of fake promissory notes and

other paperwork to conceal the fraudulent nature of the loans to
the Panamanian Shell Entities.

Finally, under the guise of the

fake loan transactions with the Panamanian Shell Entities, the CLO
Trust disbursed funds that HU and CC-1 diverted to TOF in order to
pay off TOF’s various debts and obligations.
HU AND CC-1 CREATE NEW FUNDS TO FURTHER CONCEAL THE FRAUD
16.
targeted

In or about 2017, DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1
a

foreign

institutional

investor

(“Institutional

Investor-1”) to raise money for two new private IIG managed funds:
GTFF and STFF.

Institutional Investor-1 provided $70 million as

the seed investment for GTFF, and, later, $130 million as the seed
investment for STFF.
17.

Using

funds

from

Institutional

Investor-1

and

other

investors in GTFF, DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1 caused GTFF
to purchase (a) assets from TOF and the CLO Trust, including more
than $40 million in TOF’s Fake Loans and the CLO Trust’s fraudulent
8

loans,

and

(b)

approximately

$28

million

in

Distressed

and

Defaulted Loans made by the CLO Trust to an Argentine entity (the
“Argentine Borrower”), including loan obligations that were the
subject of disputes between IIG and the Argentine Borrower, without
disclosing the true nature of the loans or the fact of the disputes
to GTFF’s investors.
18.

Similarly, using funds from Institutional Investor-1,

DAVID HU, the defendant, and CC-1 caused STFF to purchase (a)
assets from TOF and the CLO Trust, including approximately $10
million in TOF’s Fake Loans and the CLO Trust’s fraudulent loans,
and (b) approximately $25 million in Distressed and Defaulted Loans
made by the CLO Trust to the Argentine Borrower, the status of
which were in dispute, without disclosing the true nature of the
loans or the fact of the dispute to STFF’s investors.
HU CONCEALS A $6 MILLION LOSS IN A RETAIL FUND ADVISED BY IIG
19.

In or about December 2012, IIG, controlled by DAVID HU,

the defendant, and CC-1, became an investment adviser to an openended mutual fund marketed to retail investors (the “Retail Fund”).
As an investment adviser to the Retail Fund, IIG made investment
recommendations, including recommendations that the Retail Fund
invest in trade finance loans originated by IIG.
20.

On IIG’s recommendation, the Retail Fund invested in

loans to the Argentine Borrower.
Argentine

Borrower

had

failed

In or about February 2017, the
to

9

pay

the

principal

on

an

approximately $6 million loan (“Loan-1”) in which the Retail Fund
had invested and which was nearing its maturity date.
21.

In order to ensure further investments by the Retail

Fund into IIG-originated loans, including additional investments
in loans made to the Argentine Borrower, DAVID HU, the defendant,
took steps to conceal the default by the Argentine Borrower in
Loan-1.
22.

For example, in or about March 2017, DAVID HU, the

defendant, caused approximately $6 million to be transferred into
an account associated with the Argentine Borrower from the account
of a different borrower (“Borrower-1”), and further directed the
funds from Borrower-1’s account to pay off the debt owed by the
Argentine Borrower to the Retail Fund.
23.

To replace the funds from Borrower-1’s account that were

used to make it appear as though the Argentine Borrower had
resolved its debt to the Retail Fund, DAVID HU, the defendant,
fraudulently induced the Retail Fund to invest in a new, fake $6
million loan to the Argentine Borrower (the “New Loan”).

HU then

directed that the proceeds from the fraudulently induced New Loan
be transferred into Borrower-1’s account, effectively reimbursing
the account for the earlier $6 million transfer to the Retail Fund.
To further conceal the fraudulent nature of the New Loan, HU caused
the creation of forged documents to make it appear as though the
New Loan was a legitimate loan to the Argentine Borrower.
10

24.

In or about late 2017, representatives of the Retail

Fund raised concerns with DAVID HU, the defendant, about the status
of the Argentine Borrower, and status of the loan assets in the
Retail Fund that were related to the Argentine Borrower.

In

communications with the Retail Fund about the Argentine Borrower
and

loan

assets

associated

with

the

Argentine

Borrower,

HU

repeatedly failed to disclose the fraudulent nature of the New
Loan.
25.

The

Retail

Fund

ultimately

lost

the

$6

million

it

invested in the New Loan.
Statutory Allegations
26.

From at least in or about 2007 through in or about August

2019, in the Southern District of New York and elsewhere, DAVID
HU, the defendant, and others known and unknown, willfully and
knowingly did combine, conspire, confederate, and agree together
and with each other to commit offenses against the United States,
to wit, (1) investment adviser fraud, in violation of Title 15,
United States Code, Sections 80b-6 and 80b-17, (2) securities
fraud, in violation of Title 15, United States Code, Sections
78j(b) and 78ff and Title 17, Code of Federal Regulations, Section
240.10b-5, and (3) wire fraud, in violation of Title 18, United
States Code, Section 1343.
27.

It was a part and object of the conspiracy that DAVID

HU, the defendant, while an investment adviser, and others known
11

and unknown, willfully and knowingly would and did use the mails
and other means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce,
directly and indirectly, (a) to employ a device, scheme, and
artifice to defraud clients and prospective clients; (b) to engage
in a transaction, practice, and course of business which operated
as a fraud and deceit upon clients and prospective clients; and
(c) to engage in an act, practice, and course of business which
was fraudulent, deceptive, and manipulative, in violation of Title
15, United States Code, Sections 80b-6 and 80b-17.
28.

It was further a part and object of the conspiracy that

DAVID HU, the defendant, and others known and unknown, willfully
and knowingly, directly and indirectly, by use of the means and
instrumentalities of interstate commerce, and of the mails, and of
the facilities of national securities exchanges, would and did use
and employ manipulative and deceptive devices and contrivances in
connection with the purchase and sale of securities, in violation
of Title 17, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 240.10b-5, by
(a) employing devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (b)
making untrue statements of material fact and omitting to state
material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in
the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading; and (c) engaging in acts, practices, and courses of
business which operated and would operate as a fraud and deceit

12

upon

persons,

in

violation

of

Title

15,

United

States

Code,

Sections 78j(b) and 78ff.
29.

It was further a part and object of the conspiracy that

DAVID HU, the defendant, and others known and unknown, willfully
and knowingly, having devised and intending to devise a scheme and
artifice to defraud, and for obtaining money and property by means
of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises,
would and did transmit and cause to be transmitted by means of
wire,

radio,

and

television

communication

in

interstate

and

foreign commerce, writings, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds
for the purpose of executing such scheme and artifice, in violation
of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343.
Overt Acts
30.

In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect its

illegal objects, the following overt acts, among others, were
committed in the Southern District of New York and elsewhere:
a.

On

or

about

January

18,

2018,

DAVID

HU,

the

defendant, while in New York, New York, signed an “Investment
Valuation” for GTFF that was prepared for investors, certifying
the valuation of loans in GTFF’s portfolio, including Defaulted
Loans, Distressed Loans, and Fake Loans, at par for the period of
December 2017, and stating that “the Investment Managers have
reviewed the Fund’s portfolio and have confirmed that there are no
loss provisions to be booked in this period.”
13

b.
employees,

On or about January 25, 2018, CC-1 emailed IIG
copying

HU,

directing

the

employees

to

collect

$363,375.14 in management and performance fees for GTFF, and
$527,282.89 in management and performance fees for STFF, for the
fourth quarter of 2017, and wrote: “David and I spoke Friday and
he is comfortable with all the final valuations for the 2 funds .
. . Accordingly, please proceed with processing Q4 fees[.]”
(Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.)
COUNT TWO
(Securities Fraud)
The United States Attorney further charges:
31.

The allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 25 and

30 of this Information are repeated, realleged, and incorporated
by reference as though fully set forth herein.
32.

From at least in or about 2007 through in or about August

2019, in the Southern District of New York and elsewhere, DAVID
HU,

the

defendant,

willfully

and

knowingly,

directly

and

indirectly, by use of the means and instrumentalities of interstate
commerce, and of the mails, and of the facilities of national
securities exchanges, used and employed manipulative and deceptive
devices and contrivances, in connection with the purchase and sale
of

securities,

in

violation

of

Title

17,

Code

of

Federal

Regulations, Section 240.10b-5, by (a) employing devices, schemes,
and artifices to defraud; (b) making untrue statements of material
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fact and omitting to state material facts necessary in order to
make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under
which they were made, not misleading; and (c) engaging in acts,
practices, and courses of business which operated and would operate
as a fraud and deceit upon persons, to wit, HU engaged in a scheme
to (i) overvalue distressed loans in VRF, TOF, STFF, and GTFF,
(ii) falsify paperwork to create a series of fake loans that were
classified,

fraudulently,

as

performing

loans,

(iii)

sell

overvalued and fake loans to a collateralized loan obligation trust
and new private funds established and advised by IIG, and (iv) use
the proceeds from those sales to generate liquidity required to
pay off earlier investors, through fraudulent misrepresentations
and omissions, thereby also causing IIG to receive management and
performance fees to which it was not entitled.
(Title 15, United States Code, Sections 78j(b) & 78ff; Title 17,
Code of Federal Regulations, Section 240.10b-5; and Title 18,
United States Code, Section 2.)
COUNT THREE
(Wire Fraud)
The United States Attorney further charges:
33.

The allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 25 and

30 of this Information are repeated, realleged, and incorporated
by reference as though fully set forth herein.
34.

From at least in or about 2007 through in or about August

2019, in the Southern District of New York and elsewhere, DAVID

15

HU, the defendant, willfully and knowingly, having devised and
intending to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and for
obtaining money and property by means of false and fraudulent
pretenses, representations, and promises, transmitted and caused
to

be

transmitted

by

means

of

wire,

radio,

and

television

communication in interstate and foreign commerce, writings, signs,
signals, pictures, and sounds for the purpose of executing such
scheme and artifice, to wit, HU

engaged in a scheme to (i)

overvalue distressed loans in VRF, TOF, STFF, and GTFF, (ii)
falsify paperwork to create a series of fake loans that were
classified,

fraudulently,

as

performing

loans,

(iii)

sell

overvalued and fake loans to a collateralized loan obligation trust
and new private funds established and advised by IIG, and (iv) use
the proceeds from those sales to generate liquidity required to
pay off earlier investors, thereby also causing IIG to receive
management and performance fees to which it was not entitled, and
employed the use of telephones, email communications, and other
wire communications in connection with the scheme.
(Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1343 and 2.)
FORFEITURE ALLEGATIONS AS TO COUNTS ONE THROUGH THREE
35.

As a result of committing one or more of the offenses

alleged in Counts One through Three of this Information, DAVID HU,
the defendant, shall forfeit to the United States pursuant to Title
18, United States Code, Section 981(a)(1)(C) and Title 28, United
16

States Code Section 2461, any property, real or personal, that
constitutes or is derived from proceeds traceable to the commission
of the offenses alleged in Counts One through Three of this
Information.
Substitute Assets Provision
36.

If any of the above-described forfeitable property, as

a result of any act or omission by the defendant:
a.

cannot

be

located

upon

the

exercise

of

due

diligence;
b.

has been transferred or sold to, or deposited with,

a third party;
c.

has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the

d.

has been substantially diminished in value; or

e.

has

court;

been

commingled

cannot be divided without difficulty;
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with

other

property

which

it is the intent of the United States, pursuant to Title 21, United
States Code, Section 853(p), and Title 28, United States Code
Section 2461, to seek forfeiture of any other property of the
defendant up to the value of the forfeitable property described
above.
(Title 18, United States Code, Section 981(a)(1)(C);
Title 21, United States Code, Section 853(p);
Title 28, United States Code, Section 2461.)

_____________________________
AUDREY STRAUSS
Acting United States Attorney
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Marc P. Berger
Sanjay Wadhwa
Sheldon L. Pollock
Daniel Michael
Osman Nawaz
Philip A. Fortino
Lindsay S. Moilanen
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
New York Regional Office
200 Vesey Street, Suite 400
New York, NY 10281-1022
(212) 336-1014 (Fortino)
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,

20 Civ. ____

Plaintiff,
COMPLAINT
-againstDAVID HU,
Defendant.

Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”), for its Complaint
against defendant David Hu (“Hu” or “Defendant”), alleges as follows:
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS
1.

This civil action concerns a string of frauds by Hu and others to cover up tens of

millions of dollars in losses on bad bets in order to keep his investment advisory business, the
International Investment Group LLC (“IIG”), afloat.
2.

Until recently, IIG was an investment adviser that specialized in trade finance

lending—risky loans to small- and medium-sized companies in emerging markets. IIG and Hu,
as IIG’s chief investment officer, served as the investment adviser to several private investment

Case 1:20-cv-05496 Document 1 Filed 07/17/20 Page 2 of 15

funds—the Trade Opportunities Fund (“TOF”), the Global Trade Finance Fund (“GTFF”), and
the Structured Trade Finance Fund (“STFF”) (collectively, the “Private Funds”)—and in that
capacity, selected and managed the Private Funds’ investments, principally in trade finance
loans.
3.

Beginning in or about 2007,1 Hu and others at IIG engaged in a practice of hiding

losses in the TOF portfolio by overvaluing troubled loans and replacing defaulted loans with fake
“performing” loan assets. When it was necessary to create liquidity, including to meet
redemption requests, Hu would cause IIG to sell the overvalued and/or fictitious loans to new
investors, including, ultimately, to GTFF and STFF, and use the proceeds to generate the
necessary liquidity required to pay off earlier investors.
4.

In addition to the Private Funds, IIG also advised an open-end mutual fund

marketed to retail investors (the “Retail Fund”) and selected trade finance loans for the Retail
Fund’s portfolio. In or about March 2017, the borrower of one of the loans IIG had
recommended had defaulted on a $6 million payment.
5.

Concerned that the default would lead the Retail Fund to end the advisory

relationship, Hu directed others at IIG to use funds from an account under its control to make the
defaulted payment, making it appear that the borrower was creditworthy and current in its
payments. To plug the $6 million hole it had created in the other account, IIG, at Hu’s direction,
sold the Retail Fund a new fake $6 million loan and used those funds to reimburse the account it
had raided to make the earlier payment to the Retail Fund.
6.

Through the conduct alleged herein, Hu is liable for violating Sections 206(1) and

206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (“Advisers Act”); Section 10(b) of the Securities

1

Hu has agreed to toll the statute of limitations for the period of October 1, 2018 to July 31, 2020. The
Commission is seeking relief only for the violations by Hu alleged herein occurring after October 1, 2013.
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Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder; and Section 17(a) of the
Securities Act of 1933 (“Securities Act”).
7.

The relief sought in this action is necessary to, among other things, restrain and

enjoin Defendant from violating the federal securities laws.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8.

The Commission brings this action pursuant to authority conferred by Section

209(d) of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(d)], Section 21(d)(1) of the Exchange Act [15
U.S.C. § 78u(d)(1)], and Section 20(b) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77t(b)] and seeks to
restrain and permanently enjoin Defendant from engaging in the acts, practices, transactions, and
courses of business alleged herein, and such other and further relief as the Court may deem just
and appropriate.
9.

The Commission also seeks final judgments ordering Defendant to: (a) disgorge

his ill-gotten gains, together with prejudgment interest thereon and (b) pay civil monetary
penalties pursuant to Section 209(e) of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(e)], Section 21(d)(3)
of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)(3)], and Section 20(d) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C.
§ 77t(d)].
10.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331, Section

214(a) of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-14(a)], Sections 20(b) and 22(a) of the Securities
Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 77t(b) and 77v(a)] and Sections 21(d), 21(e), and 27 of the Exchange Act [15
U.S.C. §§ 78u(d), 78u(e), and 78aa].
11.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to Section 214(a) of the Advisers Act [15

U.S.C. § 80b-14(a)] because many of the acts and transactions constituting violations of the
Advisers Act occurred within the Southern District of New York. Venue also is proper in this
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District pursuant to Section 22(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77v(a)] and Section 27 of the
Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78aa] because the acts and transactions constituting violations
alleged in this Complaint occurred within the Southern District of New York, where Hu and
IIG’s offices were located.
12.

In connection with the conduct alleged in this Complaint, Defendant, directly or

indirectly, made use of the means or instrumentalities of transportation or communication in, and
the means or instrumentalities of, interstate commerce.
DEFENDANT
13.

Hu is age 60 and resides in West Orange, New Jersey.

14.

During all relevant times, Hu was a founder, a managing partner, and chief

investment officer of IIG, as well as a 50 percent owner of the firm. In his capacity as chief
investment officer, Hu held primary responsibility for IIG’s investment advice and implementing
that advice on behalf of IIG’s clients.
15.

Hu previously held Series 7, 24, and 63 securities licenses and was a registered

representative associated with the broker-dealers IIG Horizons Securities, LLC from March 1997
to February 2012, Smith Barney Inc. from 1993 to 1994, and Nomura Securities International,
Inc. from 1991 to 1993.
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FACTS
Background on the Private Funds and Trade Finance Loans
16.

From its inception in 1994 until November 2019, when its registration as an

investment adviser was revoked by the Commission,2 IIG specialized in advising clients with
respect to investments in emerging market economies. In or about 1998, it launched TOF. IIG
launched GTFF and STFF in June and July 2017, respectively. All three Private Funds had the
stated strategy of investing in trade finance loans.
17.

Trade finance loans are loans made to small- to medium-sized businesses, usually

commodities exporters located in emerging markets, such as Latin America. The loans are
typically risky investments because the borrower’s ability to repay could be impacted by less
stable regulatory and economic conditions in the borrower’s home country. In order to mitigate
the risk of these investments, trade finance loans typically are secured by collateral, which may
include one or more of receivables, inventories, and assets.
18.

All three of the Private Funds were marketed to qualified institutional investors,

including pension funds, insurers, and hedge funds, as a way for these prospective investors to
diversify their portfolios with exposure to trade finance loans in Latin America.
19.

In offering memoranda and other communications, IIG touted its risk control

strategies, which included portfolio concentration limits at the borrower, country, and
commodity level. It also touted its robust credit review process for borrowers.

2
In November 2019, IIG consented to the entry of a partial judgment in SEC v. International Investment
Group LLC, 19 Civ. 10796 (S.D.N.Y.) (DLC), which, among other things, enjoined it from violations of Section
17(a) of the Securities Act, Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1) and
(2) of the Advisers Act. IIG also contemporaneously consented to a Commission order revoking its registration on
the basis of the injunction. On March 30, 2020, the Court entered a final judgment against IIG on consent, ordering
it to pay over $35 million in disgorgement and pre-judgement interest.
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20.

Hu prepared valuations of the Private Funds on a regular basis including through

a determination of the funds’ net asset values (“NAV”), and IIG received compensation based on
the NAV and performance calculations. Hu virtually always valued every trade finance loan in
the Private Fund portfolios at par plus accrued interest throughout the entire life of the funds.
Hu Hides Losses in TOF
21.

Beginning in or about 2007, Hu, with others, engaged in various deceptive acts to

misrepresent the performance of and conceal losses in TOF, including overvaluing portfolio
assets and replacing non-performing assets with fictitious loans that were reported as if they were
legitimate performing assets.
22.

In or about 2007, when TOF’s gross asset value was approximately $300 million,

IIG learned that a South American coffee producer had defaulted on a $30 million loan (the
“Coffee Loan”) by TOF.
23.

Fearing that existing investors would flee the fund and that ongoing fundraising

efforts would suffer if the loss were disclosed, IIG’s two co-owners, Hu and Executive-1,
decided to conceal the loss and knowingly incorrectly valued the loan at par plus accrued interest
on the TOF’s books.
24.

The overvaluation of the Coffee Loan materially inflated the NAV reported to

TOF investors.
25.

When it became untenable to continue to carry the Coffee Loan on TOF’s books

as a performing asset due to auditor scrutiny, Hu and Executive-1 removed the Coffee Loan from
the firm’s books and replaced it with fake loans to different borrowers (each, a “Substitute
Loan”). The purported borrowers were foreign companies operating in other industries that were
controlled by a business associate of IIG. Accordingly, the purported borrowers never received
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anything of value from TOF, and there was no expectation they ever would make any payments
to TOF.
26.

Hu and Executive-1 directed that documentation be created to evidence each

Substitute Loan for audit purposes. In addition, starting in about 2010, Hu and Executive-1
arranged for the purported borrowers to provide confirmations of the fake debts to auditors. In
one case, with Hu’s knowledge and approval, Executive-1 arranged for TOF to pay a monthly
fee to a purported borrower in exchange for receiving such false confirmations.
27.

In or about 2010, a seafood producer defaulted on another sizeable TOF loan of

approximately $30 million to (the “Seafood Loan”). As in the case of the loss on the Coffee
Loan, Hu and Executive-1 agreed to hide the new loss by first continuing to value the Seafood
Loan at par plus accrued interest and, when that became untenable, then removing the Seafood
Loan from the portfolio and replacing it with additional Substitute Loans.
28.

Over time, as new losses arose or as the fictitious loans matured, Hu and

Executive-1 would remove them from the TOF portfolio and replace them with additional
Substitute Loans.
29.

Hu and Executive-1’s practice of overvaluing loans, including valuing the

worthless Substitute Loans in the tens of millions of dollars, artificially inflated TOF’s NAV and
resulted in IIG receiving management and performance fees to which it was not entitled. As a
co-owner of IIG, Hu received distributions of a portion of these excess fees.
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Hu Defrauds New Investors to Keep TOF’s Losses Under Wraps
30.

In or about November 2013, TOF continued to have liquidity problems due to

investor redemption requests, as well as repayment obligations on loans the fund had taken from
international development banks.
31.

In order to help meet these liquidity needs, and to continue to conceal TOF’s

losses, Executive-1 spearheaded an effort to securitize the TOF loan portfolio.
32.

Ultimately, as a result of Executive-1’s efforts, IIG obtained bank financing of

approximately $220 million to capitalize a collateralized loan obligation trust (the “CLO”).
33.

IIG, which served as the investment adviser to the CLO, then caused the CLO to

use some of its capital to acquire existing trade finance loans from TOF. The CLO retained
additional capital to make new trade finance loans.
34.

Once it had acquired these assets from TOF, the CLO issued bonds to investors,

backed by the cash flows the CLO received from the trust’s assets.
35.

The proceeds to TOF from the sale of these loans to the CLO were not sufficient

to meet TOF’s liquidity needs.
36.

Beginning in late 2014 and continuing through at least September 2016, in order

to generate more liquidity, Hu diverted some of the remaining cash from the CLO to TOF.
37.

To disguise the transactions, Hu caused the CLO to make new loans to at least

seven Panamanian shell companies (the “Panama Loans”) secretly owned by IIG, but instead of
directing the money to the supposed borrowers, Hu directed that it be transferred to a TOF
account and used to pay TOF’s liabilities.
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38.

Hu, with the assistance of a senior IIG employee (“Employee-1”), acquired the

shell companies that were the nominal borrowers on the Panama Loans and procured fraudulent
promissory notes memorializing the Panama Loans.
39.

The Panama Loans were worthless. Nonetheless, IIG valued the fake assets in the

tens of millions of dollars on the books of the CLO.
Hu Offloads Fake and Troubled Loans to New Clients
40.

In or about 2017, TOF’s liquidity needs persisted, and the notes issued by the

CLO began to mature, without sufficient cash in the CLO from interest and principal payments
to redeem all the noteholders.
41.

Hu and Executive-1 explored various options to generate liquidity to meet the

liabilities of TOF and the CLO, including raising a new fund to purchase assets from each.
42.

In or about 2017, IIG succeeded in generating interest in a new private fund,

GTFF, on the part of a foreign investor (“Investor-1”), which agreed to invest $70 million as an
anchor investor in the new fund.
43.

At Hu’s direction, IIG used Investor-1’s investment and subsequent smaller

investments by two other foreign investors to purchase loan assets from TOF and the CLO for
the GTFF portfolio. The assets purchased included approximately $44 million in fake Substitute
Loans and Panama Loans.
44.

In addition, Hu caused GTFF to purchase approximately $28 million in loans (the

“Argentina Loans”) to an Argentine borrower (the “Argentine Borrower”) from the CLO. At the
time of the transaction, Hu knew that the Argentina Loans were disputed, with the borrower
claiming that the loans had been fully satisfied and IIG claiming the Argentine Borrower was in
default. Hu failed to disclose the dispute concerning the Argentina Loans to GTFF and caused
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the fund to purchase the loans at par plus accrued interest, a price materially higher than the
actual value of the assets in light of the claimed payoff and default.
45.

Later that same year, Investor-1 asked IIG to create another fund, STFF, to

facilitate an additional $130 million investment.
46.

IIG still was in need of fresh capital to fully redeem the CLO noteholders and bail

out TOF and agreed to establish STFF to facilitate Investor-1’s additional investment.
47.

Hu then caused STFF to acquire approximately $10 million in fake Substitute

Loans and Panama Loans from TOF and the CLO.
48.

In addition, Hu caused STFF to acquire $25 million in disputed Argentina Loans

from the CLO. As in the case of the GTFF transactions, Hu caused STFF to pay full price for the
Argentina Loans and did not inform STFF or Investor-1 that the loans were disputed.
49.

The sale of the fake loans and over-valued Argentina Loans to GTFF and STFF

operated as a fraud on those funds and resulted in substantial financial damage to those clients.
IIG Defrauds the Retail Fund
50.

In addition to serving as the investment adviser to the Private Funds, beginning in

or about December 2012, IIG became an investment adviser to a portion of the assets of a retail
mutual fund, the Retail Fund.
51.

In its capacity as an adviser to the Retail Fund, IIG recommended that it invest in

participation interests in trade finance loans originated by IIG. IIG was compensated for its
recommendations with a percentage of the cash flows from the loans it recommended.
52.

Loans to the Argentine Borrower were among the loans in which the Retail Fund

invested at IIG’s recommendation.
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53.

In or about February 2017, the Argentine Borrower was delinquent on a principal

payment of approximately $6 million on a facility owned by the Retail Fund that was maturing.
54.

The Retail Fund informed IIG that it had an additional $6 million to invest and

was interested in further lending to the Argentine Borrower, but only if the Argentine Borrower
repaid the past-due loan in full.
55.

At the time, the Retail Fund was a crucial source of liquidity for IIG as a

purchaser of participations in loans held by the Private Funds. Hu became concerned that a
default on the Argentina Loan could result in the Retail Fund ending the relationship with IIG.
56.

On or about March 7, 2017, to make it appear as though the default on the

Argentina Loan had been cured, Hu instructed that approximately $6 million be transferred into a
collection account of the Argentine Borrower from the collection account of a different borrower
(“Borrower-1”). He further instructed that the funds be used to make the outstanding payment
that the Argentine Borrower owed to the Retail Fund.
57.

That same day, Hu instructed Employee-1 to present the Retail Fund with the

opportunity to invest a fresh $6 million in a fictitious loan that IIG supposedly had recently made
to the Argentine Borrower (the “New Argentina Loan”). The New Argentina Loan was fake and
was created by Hu solely for the purpose of defrauding the Retail Fund. Acting on Hu’s
instructions, Employee-1 prepared and furnished the Retail Fund with documentation
purportedly memorializing the New Argentina Loan, including a fake notarized promissory note
and credit agreement.
58.

None of the $6 million invested by the Retail Fund was loaned to the Argentine

Borrower. Instead, Hu directed that the proceeds be transferred to the account of Borrower-1 to
reimburse that account for the earlier withdrawal.
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59.

The purchase of the New Argentina Loan resulted in a $6 million loss to the

Retail Fund.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Sections 206(1) and (2) of the Advisers Act
60.

The Commission realleges paragraphs 1 through 59, above.

61.

Hu, who had an adviser-client relationship with, and therefore owed a fiduciary

duty to, the Private Funds and the Retail Fund, violated Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the
Advisers Act [15 U.S. Code § 80b-6(1), (2)].
62.

From at least October 2013 to the present, while acting as an investment adviser,

Defendant, by use of the mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, directly
or indirectly, (a) employed a device, scheme, or artifice to defraud a client or prospective client;
and/or (b) engaged in transactions, practices, or courses of business that operated as a fraud or
deceit upon a client or prospective client.
63.

Specifically, Hu knowingly reported false valuations of the Substitute Loans to

investors in TOF, resulting in the firm paying higher fees to IIG and ultimately Hu than it should
have.
64.

In addition, Hu knowingly sold participations in overvalued or fake loans,

including certain of the Substitute Loans, Panama Loans, and Argentina Loans to the CLO,
GTFF, and STFF, and knowingly sold the $6 million participation in the fake New Argentina
Loan to the Retail Fund, each which he falsely represented as though they were participations in
performing loans.
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(a), (b), and (c) Thereunder
65.

The Commission realleges paragraphs 1 through 59, above.

66.

IIG violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rules

10b-5(a), (b), and (c) thereunder [17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5(a), (b), and (c)].
67.

From at least October 2013 to the present, Defendant, directly or indirectly, by

use of the means or instruments of interstate commerce, or of the mails, or the facility of a
national securities exchange, in connection with the purchase or sale of securities, and with
knowledge or recklessness, (a) employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (b) made
untrue statements of material fact or omitted to state material facts necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;
and/or (c) engaged in acts, practices, or courses of business which operates or would operate as a
fraud or deceit upon any person.
68.

Specifically, Hu knowingly sold participations in overvalued or fake loans,

including certain of the Substitute Loans, Panama Loans, and Argentina Loans to the CLO,
GTFF, and STFF and knowingly sold the $6 million participation in the fake New Argentina
Loan to the Retail Fund, each which he falsely represented as though they were participations in
performing loans.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Sections 17(a)(1), (2), and (3) of the Securities Act
69.

The Commission realleges paragraphs 1 through 59, above.

70.

Hu violated Section 17(a)(1), (2), and (3) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C.

§ 77q(a)(1), (2), and (3)].
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71.

From at least October 2013 to the present, Defendant, directly or indirectly, by

use of the means or instruments of interstate commerce, or of the mails, or the facility of a
national securities exchange, in connection with the offer or sale of securities, and with
knowledge, recklessness, or negligence, (a) employed devices, schemes, or artifices to defraud;
(b) obtained money or property by means of untrue statements of material fact or by omitting to
state material facts necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under
which they were made, not misleading; and/or (c) engaged in acts, practices, or courses of
business which operated or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon the purchasers of the
securities being offered or sold.
72.

Specifically, Hu knowingly sold participations in overvalued or fake loans,

including certain of the Substitute Loans, Panama Loans, and Argentina Loans to the CLO,
GTFF, and STFF and knowingly sold the $6 million participation in the fake New Argentina
Loan to the Retail Fund, each which he falsely represented as though they were participations in
performing loans.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, the Commission respectfully requests that this Court grant the
following relief:
I.
A final judgment permanently restraining and enjoining Defendant from directly or
indirectly committing future violations of Section 206 of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-6],
Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule 10b-5 thereunder [17 C.F.R.
§ 240.10b-5], and Section 17(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)];
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II.
A final judgment ordering Defendant to disgorge all ill-gotten gains or unjust enrichment,
plus prejudgment interest thereon;
III.
A final judgment ordering Defendant to pay civil monetary penalty pursuant to Section
209(e) of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(e)]; and
IV.
Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just, equitable, or necessary in
connection with the enforcement of the federal securities laws and for the protection of investors.
Dated: New York, New York
July 17, 2020
Respectfully submitted,
By: /s/ Daniel Michael
Marc P. Berger
Sanjay Wadhwa
Sheldon Pollock
Daniel Michael
Osman Nawaz
Philip A. Fortino
Lindsay S. Moilanen
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
New York Regional Office
200 Vesey Street, Suite 400
New York, NY 10281-1022
(212) 336-1014 (Fortino)
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IIG TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FUND N.V.
Creditor's List: July, 22nd 2020
(Expressed in United States Dollars)

#

Preferred Creditor's
1

Total Outstanding

Tax authorities

55,771.98

Subtotal

55,771.98

#

Creditor's name

Total Outstanding

1

BNY Mellon - Custody

2

Cates Management N.V. - Director - Ruby Cato

3

Sills Cummis & Gross

86,555.70

4

Trident Trust

91,707.93

5

E&O/D&O - For Insurance reimbursement 2018/2019 year

6

Ligia Bomba

7

TOF Management Foundation

2,699.57

8

Triple A Attorneys

6,550.20

9

CMS (Nominees) Limited

p.m.

10

Cooley LLP

p.m.

11

StvB

p.m.

Redemption creditors (see annex)

p.m.

12-47
48

Ganado Advocates

49

Ducat - TOF Management Foundation

4,500.00
196,980.51

177,926.86
397.20

19,375.90
2,699.57

135,000,000.00

Including Interest of:
42,000,000.00

STFF

10,040,588.80

717,078.83

GTFF

5,401,785.93

385,785.93

50

Girobank N.V. et al

51
52

Subtotal

151,031,768.17

plus p.m.

43,102,864.76

Total

151,087,540.15

plus p.m.

43,102,864.76

Annex: Redemption creditors
12 Aetna Partners Diversified Fund LLC
13 APP Hedge Funds, LLC
14 Barfield Nominees Limited a/c CSC01
15 BNY AIS Nominees Limited Hudson ABL Limited
16 Citco Global Custody NV REF 145325
17 Citco Global Custody NV REF 185009
18 Citco Global Custody NV ref AAF
19 Citco Global Custody NV ref UBS AG Zurich
20 Citco Global Custody NV UBS AG Zurich
21 CL Matrix, L.P.
22 Clearstream Banking S.A. AFS 104650
23 DB AG Dublin ACF Aggregator Solutions PLC - Opportunities Fund 2012
24 DB AG Dublin ACF Aggregator Solutions PLC - Opportunities Fund II
25 DB AG Dublin ACF Aggregator Solutions PLC - Opportunities Fund III
26 EFG Bank
27 Ferd AS
28 FS/NBP Titres/HSBC Private Bank
29 Green Eco Investment SA
30 InsingerGilissen Bankiers N.V.
31 Kredietbank SA Luxembourgeoise Sigma Fund Asia & Developed
32 Minope S.A.
33 Mizuho Bank (Switzerland) Ltd
34 Northern Trust Nominees (Ireland) Limited a/c SIS CASH
35 OL Group Ltd
36 Old Mutual International Isle of Man Limited EIB 31923
37 Old Mutual International Isle of Man Limited EIB 33012
38 Pacific Capital Holdings Limited
39 Pictet & Cie ref Furstenberg Capital SCA
40 Public Bank (Nominees) Limited
41 SIX SIS AG/LI100067
42 State Street Bank Vienna for Spaengler KAG for VBV Dach-Hedge Fund Stabil
43 State Street Bank Vienna for Spangler KAG for VBV Dach-Hedge Fund Stabil
44 Taib Bank B.S.C. ( c )
45 The Real Return Funds PLC-The Real Return Alternative Strategies Fund
46 UBS (Luxembourg) SA ref Alena Invest Nobilis
47 Vidacos Nominees Limited Designation PBCSH

